
 

 

Steven Meyer is a solo guitarist performing in the Madison, 

WI area whose repertoire is a creative blend of different 

music genres that are connected by history and musical 

styles. 

Can't decide if you want to listen to J. S. Bach or Sir Elton, Scotland 

or Spain, “Blackbird” or “Pipeline”?  Steven's fingerstyle acoustic 

guitar music is a romantic and sophisticated musical adventure that 

explores classical, pop, world and jazz. Steven has over 1,000 solo 

guitar performances under his belt, including recent concerts at the 

Stoughton Opera House and Sunday Afternoon Live at the UW 

Chazen Museum. His solo fingerstyle repertoire is eclectic, 

mesmerizing, full of passion, and always includes head-turning solo guitar arrangements of familiar tunes. 

Steven Meyer recently released his third solo guitar album: “Solo Guitar Arenas”. As the title implies, the musical genres 

featured on “Solo Guitar Arenas” include concert level classical pieces, Latin fusion, popular and traditional tunes, plus 

Steven’s original guitar compositions. 

Steven released his second 

album “Guitar Au Naturel”,  

in 2018. On “Guitar Au 

Naturel”, Meyer puts his 

unique approach on well-

known tunes such as “Blue 

Eyes,” “Blackbird,” “Pipeline” 

and “Harlem Nocturne,” plus 

classical pieces by J.S. Bach. 

Steven released his first   

album, “Choice Selections 

for Solo Guitar” in 2005. 

Steven’s extensive musical background includes UW-Wisconsin Milwaukee, guitar studies with many notable guitar 

instructors, years of rigorous sideman work, and more than a thousand solo performances. 

Steven Meyer | 608-271-5675                                        YouTube Official Artist Channel: Steven Meyer - YouTube 

sameyer2007@sbcglobal.net  

http://www.stevenmeyerplaysguitar.com/  

LinkedIn: Steven Meyer | LinkedIn  

 

 

 

 

Steven Meyer  

Solo Fingerstyle  

Guitar Concert:  

Sunday Afternoon Live at 

 UW Chazen Museum  

(with Live Radio Broadcast) 

Steven Meyer “Solo Guitar Arenas”, “Guitar Au Naturel” & “Choice Selections for Solo Guitar” 
on Amazon.com; Apple iTunes; Spotify; Napster and more. 

 

Steven Meyer – Solo Fingerstyle Guitar – PR Kit 
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